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Abstract. The Bitcoin protocol enables a global store of value system without
a single trusted third party issuing or holding the funds. Participants are only
required to have access to a standard computer using a broadband connection.
As a second layer, the Lightning protocol enables fast, instant, and cheap value
transfers between all participants of the Bitcoin system by rolling out a decen-
tralized network of payment channels. While those protocols enable global
value transfers, they do not allow global trading with the same properties.

We propose a new peer-to-peer electronic market system, which enables
censorship-resistant and permissionless trading between users of the global
Bitcoin system. This design builds on top of the new Nostr protocol for its
peer-to-peer order book and relies on the Bitcoin blockchain as a source of
truth for its Web-of-Stakes market ranking paradigm. Market trades are locked
under Bitcoin contracts to avoid reliance on trusted third parties for dispute
arbitration. All market nodes are incentivized by privacy-preserving service
credentials backed by Bitcoin payments. This market system should enable
global trade of any kind of item all over the world: fiat currencies, goods,
services.

License. This work is released into the public domain.

1 Introduction

Global trade has come to rely on a market system characterized by high bar-
riers to entry and dispute mediation costs. Although this system functions for
the historical countries that initiated its design, it excludes large segments of
the world population, such as the Global South and some Western minorities
(immigrants, youth). The architecture of the current market system creates
and maintains significant structural asymmetries between population distri-
bution and wealth distribution. Within this system, centralized parties with
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low visibility and predictability determine the price and circulation of fiat
currencies. This uncertainty generates additional transactional costs for peo-
ple who must acquire these centralized fiat currencies to participate in global
trade. Participants trading across countries often lack standardized and com-
patible social identification techniques to address their institutional confidence
needs. A more decentralized market infrastructure can be desirable with the
same properties Bitcoin has achieved as a store of value: censorship-resistance,
neutrality, openness.

A peer-to-peer electronic market system is needed to extend the global flows
of Bitcoin liquidity, fiat currencies, and goods to any community in a permis-
sionless manner. In this paper, we propose such a system in which two parties
can discover trade offers across a set of distributed bulletin boards, find each
other, and execute a trade for anything using Bitcoin or Lightning as a clear-
ing layer. No custodians are needed to escrow the coins, as they remain locked
under Bitcoin Script trust-minimized escrow contracts. The escrow mechanism
can be refined over time to accommodate all types of transactions, from Bit-
coin to fiat money to goods and services, by leveraging oracles. Anyone can
start a market bulletin board or oracle for anything, and anyone can engage
in trading. All the frictions and blockades that have hindered free trade will
be reduced to pure technical capabilities.

2 Design Rational

Peer-to-peer electronic markets must possess specific attributes to accomplish
the primary goal of offering affordable, censorship-resistant trading on a global
scale. A decentralized system comprises a network of peer-to-peer servers that
coordinate their operations without depending on trusted third parties [1].
Operating such a server should require minimal computational resources and
have low barriers, akin to running a Bitcoin full node.

This market system should be capable of scaling to billions of trades
per second with minimal processing bottlenecks while maintaining reasonable
bandwidth demands for mobile trading clients. Trade flows should be consis-
tent for all involved participants of a marketplace, meaning that there should
be minimal information asymmetries resulting from the market infrastructure
design or participants processing capabilities [2].

Market system servers, also known as ”functionaries,” should be incen-
tivized to enforce accurate operations and provide their services transparently.
This ”infrastructure-as-a-market” approach should resemble the dynamic
membership of mining nodes on the Bitcoin base layer or routing hops on
the Lightning Network. The incentive framework should be robust enough to
safeguard public servers from client spam.

Furthermore, the market system should not discriminate against partic-
ipants based on their identity, types of trades, or trade flows. A high level
of confidentiality supports this property while also reducing market asymme-
tries. To harden against censorship attacks, separation of concerns should be
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followed. Namely, the market system components have well-defined services
scopes and be able to be run by different entities in a interoperable manner.

Although it might be tempting to rely on a global consensus system like
a blockchain to establish a decentralized order book of trades, this approach
encounters several challenges in practice:

• High level of asymmetries due to latency in convergence mechanisms;
• Low trade throughput as a result of the need for decentralized global
consensus;

• High level of trade noise caused by insufficient market specialization
unnecessarily consuming bandwidth;

• Restricted flexibility of block content format coming with high deploy-
ment cost for new types of market orders ;

3 Background

Bitcoin is a peer-to-peer electronic cash system relying on a large network of
independent validating nodes exchanging blocks of transactions [3]. Blocks are
chained by a proof-of-work generated in an open fashion by the miner nodes.

3.1 Bitcoin Script

Bitcoin units are represented by a collection of the unspent transaction out-
puts (the UTXOs), that result from the validation of a chain of blocks. These
outputs indicate an amount locked by a scripting language known as Bitcoin
Script [4]. This scripting language allows encoding various cryptographic puz-
zles, where submitting a valid solution authorizes a coin movement. While
the most commonly used puzzle involves generating a signature against a
pre-committed public key, other available primitives include timelocks, basic
mathematical operations, and SHA256 hashing.

These puzzles can be utilize to create Bitcoin contracts within a single
transaction or a chain of transactions. Practical Bitcoin contracts include pay-
ment channels [5], atomic swaps [6], and multi-signature escrows [7]. Proposals
to extend the basic set of scripting primitives aim to expand the range of
Bitcoin contracts that participants can engage in on the Bitcoin blockchain [8].

3.2 Lightning Network

Scalability of the payment throughput has been a fundamental issue of the
Bitcoin system as a peer-to-peer electronic cash proposal. Indeed, the reliance
on a chain of blocks being validated by all the nodes of the network, while
removing the trust risk of a few points of failure, comes up with the downside
of a restraint of the block size and issuance rate to keep validation affordable to
hobbyist resources. Bounded block sizes induces a constraint on the payment
throughput, and as such on the economic openness of Bitcoin as a day-to-day
cash system.
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As a palliative solution, second-layers made of a network of Bitcoin con-
tracts have been proposed [9]. Those contracts are 2-parties payment channels,
where the payment throughput between the participants stays confidential.
Payment channels states are designed to leak on the blockchain only in
case of disagreement between the channel participants. In that situation, the
blockchain and its scripting language are adjudicating funds in a trustless
fashion based on the submitted pre-signed transactions.

The most known network of payment channels is the Lightning Net-
work [10]. This system enables payments across circuits of channels by chaining
off-chain secondary Bitcoin contracts: Hash-Timelocked Contracts (HTLC).
As of April 2023, the Lightning Network has 16,369 nodes and 74,377 public
channels for 5,414 coins locked.

3.3 Onion Messages

In theory, the Lightning Network is designed to ensure a high level of
anonymity and confidentiality for payment flows, thereby protecting its users
financial privacy. To achieve this goal, the chain of HTLCs employs onion
routing, meaning that the HTLC message is wrapped in multiple layers of
encryption, one for each hop involved in the communication channel [11]. In
the most privacy-preserving implementation, this onion routing is constructed
by the payer, and intermediate hops do not gain knowledge of the source and
destination of the HTLC chain.

Additional techniques have been proposed to enhance Lightning onion mes-
sages. The trampoline technique allows the delegation of segments of the onion
routing path to intermediate nodes [12]. With route blinding, the Lightning
node pubkey of the payee can be hidden from the payer. This method involves
adding a blinding of the final hops of the HTLC chain and an entry point for
the payer to use when generating their side of the onion route [13]. The Light-
ning onion format has been generalized to support the transport of arbitrary
messages, beyond just HTLCs [14].

3.4 Offers

The Lightning protocol comes with its own payment request protocol, the
invoice format. This format includes basic fields such as a payment hash to lock
the HTLC contract, a human-readable description of the payment purpose,
the pubkey of the payee, and expiration time. It is authenticated by the payee
signature [15].

However, this invoice format suffers from many issues: wholeness of the
signature, lack of per-user binding, lack of field extractions. On top of it, it
requires the payee a static endpoint, such as a website for the invoice distri-
bution. Reliance on a website introduces a payment confidentiality breach, as
DNS servers have to be involved, and a security dependency on mainstream
PKI for website certification.
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A new payment request protocol has been designed for Lightning, the offer
format [16]. This format enables a 3-phase flows where the location of the
payee can be anonymized among the onion routing network. The offers can
be bounded to a quantity, extended with new fields, partially signed with a
payment key dissociated from the Lightning node public key, and they can be
represented by a QR-code friendly character set for mobile usage.

3.5 Nostr

While the Lightning Network onion routing enables low-latency anonymous
communications, it does not enable multicast message broadcasting, where a
message is delivered to an open set of receiver nodes. Recently, the Nostr archi-
tecture has been proposed as an open protocol to enable censorship-resistant
social network [17].

The architecture relies on relays servers receiving and flooding back events
between clients. The relays do not communicate with each other in the simplest
deployment and migration cost between relays is designed to be minimal.

The clients are identified by a public key and the issued events are counter-
signed. Key management is the responsibility of the clients. A ”post” event can
include any structured data, while an emphasis on extensibility and backward-
compatibility is aimed for. Clients subscribe to relays of their choice to receive
”post” events.

As of April 2023, Nostr network has 250,000 daily users, 1339 relays and
27 millions of posts per day.

4 The peer-to-peer orderbook

4.1 Orderbook Design

Nostr as a communication protocol is selected as it presents two valuable
advantages for a censorship-resistant and fault-tolerant orderbook. There is a
multicast broadcast mechanism where the trade events can be announced with
the same ”best-efforts” reliability to a group of interested clients. Addition-
ally, credentials are managed by the clients enabling cheap migration between
market boards.

The Lightning onion routing infrastructure is leveraged to add a layer of
confidentiality in the benefits of trade events and clients. In comparison to
other anonymity network, the Lightning channels offers a native protection
against paralyzing denial-of-service attacks.

The protocol numbers 4 entities: bulletin board (i.e a Nostr server
associated with a Lightning gateway), maker, taker, onion routing hop.

The protocol follows 3 phases:
– dissemination: trade orders are routed from the maker to the board;
– publication: trade orders are published from the board to its clients;
– settlement : trade orders are concluded between the maker and the taker
over the Lightning Network;
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4.2 Order dissemination

During the order dissemination phase, trade makers send a set of trade orders
via Lightning onion communication channels to an unlimited number of mar-
ket bulletin boards. A trade order is an extended Lightning offer containing
additional information about the escrow contract conditions (oracles used,
timelocks, abort options, etc). By design, Lightning offers commit to standard
maker information, such as currency, goods or service description, sell amount,
expiration block height or UNIX epoch, and maximum quantity of products
to be sold.

A trade maker selects an entry point in the Lightning onion routing network
by sending an onion message to any Lightning node that accepts inbound
onion traffic. The onion message commits to a hidden relay path created by
the maker and should be transferred hop by hop until it reaches the bulletin
board gateway. Once the onion message arrives at the Lightning gateway, it is
fully decrypted, and the contained offer is published on the bulletin board.

For instance, Mary, the maker, wants to sell 100,000 nairas at the price of
0.1 BTC. She prefers to make the fiat payment via bank wire transfer and, in
case of a trade dispute, involve an escrow for arbitration after 48 hours. As a
first step, she generates an offer with that information. She aims to publish
her offer on a bulletin board known for aggregating quality naira trades, like
Billy’s board. She crafts an onion message destined for Billy, forwarding it
through two onion routing hops, Alice and Caroll.

Mary

Billy

Alice

Bob

LN onion message

LN-to-
Nostr

100 000 NGN offer

Fig. 1 Order dissemination phase: Mary sends her offer over LN onion routing hops Alice
and Bob until reaching Billy’s LN-to-Nostr gateway.

4.2.1 Order publication

During the order publication phase, market bulletin boards receive onion mes-
sages and distribute the contained trade orders to all their Nostr subscribers.
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A market bulletin board consists of a Lightning onion gateway and a Nostr
relay, both responsible for basic processing of protocol messages, such as sub-
scriptions, event reception, and event publication. The bulletin board receives
onions from its gateway, decrypts the contained offers, and broadcasts them
as Nostr events to all its clients who have subscribed to the order trade feed,
i.e., the type of product described in the offer.

If a client has been offline at the time of the initial order trade announce-
ment, and the offer has not yet expired, the offer is re-announced as a Nostr
event to the offline client.

For instance, when Mary’s onion message is received by Billy, it is decrypted
one last time and the offer is published on his bulletin board. A Nostr event
is then sent to the three bulletin board clients, including Terry.

Billy

Caroll

Terry

Dave

Mary's NGN offer Mary's NGN offer

Mary's NGN offer

Fig. 2 Order publication phase: Billy relays Mary’s offer event to all his clients: Caroll,
Terry and Dave.

4.2.2 Order settlement

During the order settlement phase, the takers receive the trade orders as Nostr
events, and send a Lightning packet to the makers through the Lightning
channels to enter into the trade. Market matching is the responsibility of the
takers.

A trade taker connects to an unbounded number of bulletin boards, relay-
ing the takers types of trade of interest. For a type of trade, there can be a
disjunction between the set of bulletin boards the maker relays to and the taker
subscribes to. However, it is expected takers to connect to as many bulletin
boards as they can to gain higher visibility of all the available trade orders.

When a taker receives a trade order, they should parse the escrow contract
information, and evaluate if the offers and escrow conditions fulfill their trad-
ing requirements/strategy (e.g timelock duration until expiration, number of
moderation oracles, etc). In case of success, they should send a corresponding
Lightning HTLC from their channels to the maker’s blinded path entry point.
The Lightning HTLC is modified to support the trade escrow contract.
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Once the Lightning HTLC is received by the maker, and assuming the
quantity of offered items has not been exhausted by previous trade settle-
ment, the HTLC is accepted and the trade is concluded. Terry cannot backoff
from the trade anymore. Further trade operations are being pursued without
involvement of the bulletin boards.

For instance, Terry wishes to exchange 0.1 BTC for 100 00 nairas, he
receives Mary’s matching offer from Billy the bulletin board. Terry forwards
a HTLC packet to Mary to enter into the trade through a Lightning payment
with blinded path support.

Terry

Mary

Eve

Fanny

0.1 BTC 2-of-3 escrow

100 000 NGN bank wire transfer

Fig. 3 Order settlement phase: Terry sends an escrowed Lightning payment over LN pay-
ment routing hops Eve and Fanny until reaching Mary. Mary sends a bank wire transfer in
nairas

5 Orderbook Risks

Orderbook protocol operations are exposed to diverse security risks and
attacks:

– sybil attacks;
– onion jamming;
– targeted censorship attack;
– market frontrunning;
– order tampering;
– bulletin board spamming;
There is a risk of a Sybil attack, where a counterparty is isolated from

the rest of the honest peer-to-peer orderbook and lured into interacting only
with spoofed counterparties controlled by an adversary [18]. This risk depends
on the peer-to-peer message protocol, network topology, and peering strategy
considered. Assuming the orderbook entities rely on DNS seeds to discover
the ”honest” network and use a flooding mechanism to extend this view, an
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adversary could hijack the seeds or exploit implementation weaknesses in the
peering strategy.

The dissemination phase relies on Lightning onion communication channels
to transport trade orders in a privacy-preserving manner. The current Light-
ning onion communication channels do not offer a mitigation against onion
jamming, where an adversary exhausts the allocated bandwidth for onion
propagation by Lightning nodes [19]. To address this concern, the Lightning
channels topology can be used as a rate-limit mechanism, where a ratio of onion
transmission units is allocated for every satoshi allocated between counter-
parties. Makers with high-volume trade orders will either open more channels
or buy out-of-band onion credits. Relying on the Lightning channel topol-
ogy allows anyone with access to a channel to participate in the peer-to-peer
orderbook.

Any maker or taker can be selectively denied access to trade orders by a
bulletin board, beyond the restrictions announced by the board’s policy (e.g.,
relaying only specific classes of trades). The risk of targeted censorship attack
is mitigated by using onions to unlink trade order issuances from their authors,
the lack of persistent identity on the offers, and the costless acquisition of a
new client identity as a taker (i.e., a new pair of Nostr keys).

Besides censoring counterparties, a bulletin board can censor trades based
on their characteristics. As the set of bulletin boards is open, censored types
of trades can be relayed by another bulletin board, as long as there is sufficient
economic traffic to sustain the operations.

There is a risk of frontrunning [20], where the bulletin board withholds
a trade order issued by a maker to engage in opportunistic arbitrage as a
maker or taker. This frontrunning concern can be reduced by publishing the
same trade order on multiple concurrent bulletin boards. If at least one bul-
letin board is honest, the trade order should be published, and the maker
should record the publication timing on all selected boards to monitor them.
Unusually slow bulletin boards should be excluded from future publications.

Another variant of frontrunning involves reordering the trade orders relayed
to the taker clients, thereby influencing the settlement of the trades. A mit-
igation strategy is to connect to multiple concurrent bulletin boards, as any
reordering should be detected as an anomaly, as long as there is an ”honest”
board. However, it should be noted that reordering could be the result of the
board’s policy and, as such, an efficiency improvement in relaying relevant
information to its clients.

Another significant risk is order tampering, where the content of the order
is altered. The trade order can be optionally signed with semi-persistent keys,
which, while introducing a downside in privacy, enforces some integrity for
the takers from the bulletin boards. Similarly, the trade order should only
be canceled by authenticated requests to prevent a maker from having all its
trades canceled by a competitor.
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For the bulletin boards themselves, there is a risk of spam attacks, where
invalid or economically irrelevant orders are massively announced by an adver-
sary. Spoofed orders can be deterred by requesting a Bitcoin payment or
committing to collateral toward the bulletin board as part of the incentive
framework. The collateral pricing of the trade publication risk can be tailored
according to the issuing maker’s rank if semi-persistent keys are used.

Lastly, the most efficient bulletin boards concentrating the best orders in
their class of trades along time are at risk of becoming systematically important
market actors. Their failure or compromise can provoke significant disrup-
tions with lasting effects on the peer-to-peer markets operations. While this
risk is hedged by the ability of makers and takers to replicate or duplicate
their trading operations on another board at low-cost, additional safety can
be introduced by running the bulletin board as a federation [21].

6 The trade escrow Bitcoin contracts

6.1 Types of oracles

In addition to a peer-to-peer order book, functional peer-to-peer electronic
markets require various types of oracles:

• Moderation oracles: They intervene in contentious trades to adjudicate
the funds;

• Know Your Peer (KYP) oracles: These attest to social attributes of the
trade counterparties or social properties of the trade material (e.g gift
card authenticity);

• Real-world oracles: They attest to real-world events (e.g shipment
delivery).

All types of oracles can participate in trade operations. Both makers and
takers can verify their trade counterparties based on the trade material authen-
ticity as attested by KYP oracles (e.g bank information validity). Once the
trade is concluded and in case of a dispute, moderators can use the informa-
tion attested by KYP or real-world oracles to examine the state of the trade
flows (e.g a mining ASIC delivered to the payer). This attested information
should improve the quality of moderation decisions.

Like the bulletin boards, oracles can be selected openly by trade coun-
terparties. The moderator oracle can be directly integrated into the Bitcoin
escrow contract between trade counterparties. The level of integration can vary
from a simple setup to advanced ones. Furthermore, the number of oracles per
type can range from a single one to an N-of-M policy.

6.2 Simple Escrow

Bitcoin Script can be utilized to create simple escrow using multi-signature
opcodes. For instance, a straightforward script policy fulfilling the trade
requirements of the previous naira-BTC trade example can be as follows:
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”If Mary sends the naira bank wire transfer to Terry, Mary can unlock
the BTC funds with Terry’s cooperation through their joint signatures. After
100 blocks, Mary can unlock the BTC funds with the cooperative signature
of Olivia, the moderation oracle. After 100 blocks, Terry can cancel the BTC
funds withholding with the collaborative signature of Olivia. After 200 blocks,
the BTC funds are returned to Terry.”

These Bitcoin escrows can be built on top of Lightning payment channels,
provided that a preimage is released by the maker to maintain the operational
correctness of the chain of HTLCs across the Lightning payment path. This
preimage technique should allow the Lightning routing hops to route escrow
contracts without requiring software support for the on-chain or off-chain
Script resolution of the escrow paths.

6.3 Advanced Escrow

The activation of the Schnorr/Taproot soft-fork over the Bitcoin blockchain
enables the support of point-time-locked contracts over Lightning chan-
nels [22]. Namely, the fundamental idea is to replace the hash-lock mechanism
by the reveal of a Schnorr signature satisfying a public key.

Payment points themselves allow the introduction of secret sharing for gen-
eral access structures as a building block for more advanced Bitcoin escrow
contracts [23]. Formally, a secret sharing for general access structure is a tech-
nique to share a secret K (e.g a Lightning payment point) in such a way that a
N-of-M combination of partial secrets allows the reveal of the complete secret
K itself.

The N-of-M combination could be any logical circuit of oracles (price, mod-
erators, “know your peer”) following the trade conditions negotiated by the
counterparties. To reveal their partial secrets, the oracles can request the sat-
isfaction of their own out-of-band policy. E.g, a moderation oracle can enforce
that trade proofs should be in conformity with the moderation rules and should
be communicated in time-sensitive fashion to perform adequate adjudication.

Assuming the usage of Taproot, those oracle circuits could be gated under
time-locked Taproot branches [24]. The key-path spend could always be used
in case of agreement on the trade between counterparties. Iterations of Bitcoin
tooling such as Miniscript should allow the trade counterparties to generate
and commit such advanced Script policy [25].

Being out-of-band, the oracle policy rules can leverage advanced non-
standard Bitcoin cryptosystems, such as decentralized identifiers or homomor-
phic commitments on structured messages. Decentralized identifiers are a new
type of cryptographic identifier enabling verifiable and decentralized digital
identity [26]. They can point indifferently to a person, an organization or a
real-world object. Homomorphic commitments enable partial reveal of message
properties such as an amount or a timestamp.

For instance, Mary and Terry have a dispute on their 0.01 BTC for 100 000
nairas trade. Their Bitcoin escrow contract includes a Taproot branch gated
under an absolute timelock of 100 blocks. After 100 blocks, if Ketan the KYP
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oracle attests the authenticity of Mary’s bank and Olivia and Olive attest the
bank wire transfer receipt authenticity, the funds are unlocked to Mary.

Mary TerryLN Commitment Tx

Escrow Contract

To_Mary Tx To_Terry Tx

2-of-3
Modarators

Oracle

2-of-2
Know your

Peer Oracle

Olivia

Olaf

Olive

Ketan

Kerry

Fig. 4 Advanced Escrow: Mary and Terry have a pending trade escrow open on their LN
commitment transaction. The escrow can be settled by Mary or Terry signature and a valid
combination of Olivia, Olaf and Olive as moderation oracles and Ketan and Kerry as Know
your Peer oracles

7 Order in the market: the Web-of-Stakes

7.1 Spamming issues in peer-to-peer electronic markets

While a peer-to-peer orderbook and Bitcoin escrow contracts establish the
foundation for a peer-to-peer electronic market, it is essential to manage the
high volume of information to prevent spam from paralyzing operations.

Spam deterrence has long been a challenge in the open Internet, where free
public services are constantly at risk of denial-of-service attacks by careless or
malicious users [27]. Authentication based on passwords and PKI has been one
way to bridge trust gaps in Internet security architecture, while other solutions
like proof-of-work have also been explored [28].

In peer-to-peer electronic markets, spamming issues are multifaceted. Bul-
letin boards face trade order spam, where the order format is either invalid
or designed for denial-of-service, or even more severely, trade order flooding,
where orders are economically irrelevant (e.g., trade maturity too far in the
future, swaps to currencies with no demand, exorbitant markup fees, etc.).
Even though some orders’ lack of relevance can be identified based on apparent
anomalies, the relevance of market information remains a dynamic qualification
subject to inherent market forces.

For bulletin boards, the challenge is to filter out trade order spam without
hindering spontaneous market forces. Drawing this boundary should be done
automatically, without introducing vectors for censorship.

On the other hand, trade takers face the issue of lazy or malicious coun-
terparties who refuse to honor their issued trade orders by not entering into
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Bitcoin escrow contracts. Furthermore, trade participants may exhibit a low
level of cooperation by not settling operations off-chain, thus burdening their
counterparties with on-chain fees.

An ideal ranking system for peer-to-peer electronic markets should allow
for sorting both the quality of trade orders and counterparties. Involving
a centralized authority that captures market participant characteristics and
weighs them based on a custom algorithm would introduce a trusted third
party in the market operations. Web-of-trust, while peer-to-peer in its func-
tion, does not scale well for large-scale abstract economic interactions, where
direct or indirect social connections between market participants cannot be
assumed [29].

7.2 The Web-of-Stakes

The Bitcoin blockchain offers a source of economic relevance tied to pseudony-
mous identities: the UTXO set. Assuming a zero-knowledge proof system with
support for arbitrary computations, attributes of UTXO can be asserted in
privacy-preserving fashion (satoshis amount, witnessScript, UTXO age). If
the Bitcoin Script can be inspected, a third-party can verify the funds are
locked under a valid LN channel funding script and cross-check if it has been
announced as a public channel over LN gossips.

All the stakes certificates (i.e a privacy-preserving proof-of-UTXO owner-
ship) for a Lightning node can be collected and their private keys counter-sign
a ”stake public key” [30]. Akin to PGP, this public key represents a Lightning
node economic weight in the channel topology. Under the observation that
along time Lightning liquidity should be allocated efficiently, this economic
weight assumption should hold.

This economic weight is dynamic in function of your channel opening and
closure, and a third-party should prune out the stakes certificates for the closed
channels from your economic weight.

This ”stake public key” can be used to sign a maker offer. This can be lever-
aged by the board to compute a ratio between your economic weight and all
the historical offers under the same public key to estimate your market-making
performance. If the offers are counter-signed by the board and timestamped
in the chain, a global historical orderbook can be built and as such a global
market-making score for the ”stake public key” can be generated.

Assuming cooperation of your Lightning channels, zero-knowledge proofs
for second-stage channel escrow transactions can be issued, therefore attesting
to the contract flows during a time period. Those flows attestations can be
leveraged to refine the economic weight attached to a ”stake public key”.

Ranking algorithms can assign ”stake public key” in range in function of
the number of stakes certificates and velocity trades e.g Tier 1, Tier 2 and Tier
3. As a ”stake public key” is counter-signed by stakes certificates shared with
high-tier entities, its score should increase.

This scheme unlinks the trades from the UTXOs themselves. Additionally,
it should be robusts against spammy adversaries, as building a sane economic
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weight consumes multi-dimensional resources: Bitcoin capital, chain blocks,
channels topology, history of trade settlement. The base decision factors (chan-
nel UTXOs, timestamped offers, off-chain packets, network topology) enable
to build specialized ranking algorithms. Participant can arbiter between the
level of information they wish to attach to their ”stake public key” and the
confidentiality of their economic flows.

This ”Web-of-Stakes” system and associated economic ranking is trustless,
meaning there is no trusted external party required for correct operation, apart
from the Bitcoin blockchain. Stake certificates can be obtained from market
participants or rank proof servers. With only knowledge of the UTXO set, a
market user can build a local view of the economic relevance of its counterpar-
ties and the associated trades without introducing persistent identities. This
ranking system should lead to the emergence of a decentralized and robust
web of confidence between market participants.

Alice Mary Bob
LN channel #1 LN channel #2

LN-to-Nostr Billy

LN onion message

Mary's
offer

Rank Proofs
Server

Mary Rank :=
AM chan ownership proof

+
BM chan ownership proof

Mary rank query Mary's offer rank

Fig. 5 Web-of-Stakes rank query: Mary owning 2 Lightning channels with Alice and Bob
submits proofs to the rank proofs server. Later on, when Mary sends an offer to Billy, she
attaches a signature-of-stakes. Billy can leverages this signature to obtain Mary rank from
the server and decide or not to publish the offer

8 The incentives of market functionaries

This peer-to-peer electronic market design adheres to an ”infrastructure-
as-a-market” paradigm, where all services are competitively provided by
functionaries, similar to mining nodes on the base layer or routing hops on
the Lightning Network. There is no formal barrier to entry for new service
providers, nor any ”single point of failure” or privileged parties coordinating
the network.

This openness applies to all types of market functionaries that make up
the system:

– Bulletin boards
– Rank proof servers
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– All types of oracles (moderators, ”know your peers”)
These functionaries can be Nostr relays with protocol extensions dedicated

to their market services. Market services and their associated policies can be
initiated by client software vendors, announced over the Lightning Network
gossip network, or promoted on bulletin boards themselves as new Nostr kinds.

Market functionaries are named as such because their correct operations
are fully deterministic based on the received events and announced poli-
cies. Encouraging operational correctness should be rewarded with Bitcoin
payments or equivalent monetary compensation. Deviations from correctness
should be penalized by client ranking algorithms, akin to the scoring of routing
hops over the Lightning Network.

Over time, and assuming reliable ranking algorithms, the most efficient,
inventory-rich, and available market functionaries should thrive. While basic
market services are expected to be homogeneous (e.g., a user can access trade
orders for goods A from any bulletin board supporting inventory A), a het-
erogeneity in quality is anticipated. The membership of market functionaries
is dynamic, allowing any new functionary to enter the competition and, if
efficient, establish itself among the top market functionaries.

These Bitcoin payments can be intermediated by introducing privacy-
preserving credentials similar to the Privacy Pass architecture for user
authentication towards HTTP servers [31]. These credentials should main-
tain user confidentiality by unlinking service rights purchases from their
consumption. This unlinking prevents selective denial of service fulfillment
requests from users based on payment metadata. Additionally, these cre-
dentials should enable rewards for well-behaving users, fine-grained resource
control management, and dynamic repricing of market services [32].

Future extensions of the incentives framework should enable flexible and
trust-minimized revenue sharing between the market functionaries and the
makers or takers, as such aligning incentives.

maker Mary Alice Bob board Billy

Caroll

Dave

LN onion routing

1. Billy's board
policy gossip

1. Billy's board
policy gossip

2. Blinded unsigned
credentials

3. Blinded signed
credentials

Fig. 6 Credentials issuance phase: Billy the bulletin board announces its order publication
policy and the associated fees through the LN gossips. Mary the maker discovers the gossip,
send blinded unsigned credentials with proof-of-payment and then receives from Billy the
credentials signed.
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For instance, Billy the bulletin board can establish a service policy for
the next 3 months period requesting that all offers should be attached with
credentials worth 1000 sats. Those credentials would allow the offers to stick on
Billy’s board for 1 month. If the offers publishers have low ranking scores, Billy
could request an additional 1000 sats. If Billy’s board is well-ranked among
all the bulletin boards, a “promotion” fee could be requested to prioritize the
offers processing.

maker Mary board BillyAlice Bob

LN onion routing

trade offers
+

unblinded signed
credentials

Fig. 7 Credentials redemption phase: Mary the maker attached the credentials to her trade
offer and sends her over LN onion routing to Billy. This phase is embedded in the order
dissemination phase.

9 Applications

9.1 Bitcoin financial contracts

Peer-to-peer electronic markets are primarily designed for currency trading.
However, due to the flexible offers format and the capabilities of Bitcoin Script,
this peer-to-peer market infrastructure can support a wide variety of Bitcoin
off-chain contracts such as coinjoin, discreet log contracts, hashrate derivatives,
and lightning liquidity ads.

All these contracts rely on pre-signed transactions committed by two or
more participants. While the contracting mechanisms are trust-minimized,
there is no standard decentralized mechanism to match the supply and demand
sides of these off-chain contracts.

9.2 Bitcoin Services Providers discovery

One of the design goals of a peer-to-peer electronic market is to establish
infrastructure servers as market services, where components can be logically
substituted by competing components, at least for their basic functionalities.
Any bulletin board or rank proof server can be replaced or used concurrently
with another bulletin board in a dynamic fashion.

This discovery mechanism can be extended to existing Bitcoin and Light-
ning infrastructure providers, such as watchtowers [33], light client servers [34],
backup servers, liquidity services providers [35]. This flexible discovery mech-
anism enables to untangle a client from the default servers seeded by software
vendors, thus improving the decentralization of the Bitcoin ecosystem.
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9.3 Real-world Goods Market

The peer-to-peer electronic market infrastructure is versatile enough to adapt
to real-world goods trading, beyond the exchange of pure commodities. Com-
bined with extended escrow capabilities (timelocks, n-of-m), the escrow script
can adapt to the operational constraints of physical goods delivery. For
example, a commodity delivery escrow could include a pubkey from every
participant in the logistical chain.

Numerous classes of global trade could be traded on the bulletin boards
and exchanged under advanced Bitcoin escrow contracts, such as oil and gas,
food commodities, mining and AI chips.

10 Conclusion

We have had Bitcoin as a system of peer-to-peer electronic cash for fourteen
years, which does not rely on trust. However, Bitcoin cannot reach the masses
of global users in daily use unless it can interact with the existing world of
fiat currencies, goods, and services trading. We propose a system of peer-
to-peer electronic markets without relying on trusted third parties. We start
with a peer-to-peer order book that relies on the Nostr client-server architec-
ture and the Lightning onion routing mechanism. To solve trade execution, we
depend on Bitcoin escrow contracts, where trade logic can be backed by trust-
minimized oracles. Spam deterrence and the ordering of market information are
realized through the introduction of the ”Web-of-Stakes” paradigm, where the
Bitcoin UTXO set and overlay semantics serve as a trustless source of truth.
The network nodes fulfilling the system operations constitute a dynamic mem-
bership in competition. The correctness of these node operations is incentivized
by Bitcoin payments with minimal coordination.
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